
BERTIE REED'S yacht Is on Its way to the Azores as 
a training exercise In the Dias race to Lisbon 

Bertie 0n a 'llixury cruise' 
BERTIE REED'S resilient breed of crew cannot expect too which they will walk the plank to the qnay-to catch a plane 
many favours from the craggy veteran during the current back home. "They'll be on board to learn - I'll just help them 
Dias race to Lisbon, writes MARK SEIDEL. along," he said. 

A crewed trip - he and his crew are not officially taking Reed, who handpicked the men to assist him, is a mite 
part in the race - is an unusual departure for the craggy- concerned about the equator crossing. 
faced "Biltong Bertie", whose forte is single-handed sailing. The doldrums, an area near the equator where the trade 

Having four able-bodied deckhands on the refitted 18,3m winds meet and neutralise each other, are pleasant enough for 
maxi Grinaker, including Reed's 65-year-old father-in-law getting a suntan, but more than a little annoying for skippers 
Charles Needham, is a luxury for Reed. in a hurry like Reed. 

On the better days during the trip, he can relax in the sun After cr!)ssing the equator numerous times, consulting 
and let his crew navigate the trades and on to the Virgin weather charts, maps and computer print-outs, Reed intend11 
Islands and the Azores. guiding his hands through this segment of the race. 

The crew, Greg Prescott (24), Peter van der Wei (25), Archie "I'll tell them wI,ere to cross at the equator," he said. "I've 
Kramer (22) and Needham, will perform hazardous and not· been there so many times, but for them it's a new experience." 
so-hazardous duties - hoisting the. sails, tacking, cleaning As for Grinaker, she was refitted and reshaped after a rush 
below deck and· cooking in weather that will swing from job to get her ready for the 1989/90 Globe Challenge, from 
windless waters ti! foam-churning high seas. 

1 
which she had to withdraw hastily after rudder trouble ruined 

And it is in the crew's interests to learn from the master in the voyage. Reed needs to satisfy himself that Grinaker is up 
the days before the yacht sails into the Azores. to a winning challenge, especially when he sets out on the 

For it is there that the race ends for Reed and his crew. trans-Atlantic crossing. 
Reed will be going on to Plymouth to prepare for the To offset any mtshaps, he has ordered 17 sails of varying 

double-handed trans-Atlantic voyage to Rhode Island, start· areas, a spare boom, ropes and other necessities. 
Ing on June 10, followed by the single-handed BOC around the How will Grinaker do? "Just fine, just fine - I have utmost 
world race. faith in her," said Reed, dashing off to attend just another in 

Reed's crew will have his services for about a month, after the millieu of pre-race cocktail parties. 




